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5

Abstract6

Today’s world is going to be smart even smarter day by day. Smart cities play an important7

role to make the world smart. Thousands of smart city applications are developing in every8

day. Every second very huge amount of data is generated. The data need to be managed and9

stored properly so that information can be extracted using various emerging technologies. The10

main aim of this paper is to propose a storage scheme for data generated by smart city11

applications. A matrix is used which store the information of each adjacency node of each12

level as well as the weight and frequency of call graph. It has been experimentally depicted13

that the applied algorithm reduces the size of the call graph without changing the basic14

structure without any loss of information. Once the graph is generated from the source code,15

it is stored in the matrix and reduced appropriately using the proposed algorithm. The16

proposed algorithm is also compared to another call graph reduction techniques and it has17

been experimentally evaluated that the proposed algorithm significantly reduces the graph18

and store the smart city application data efficiently.19

20

Index terms—21

1 I. Introduction22

nternet of Things (IoT) is a new technology, which is rapidly gaining momentum in the smart city applications.23
This concept enables the ubiquitous presence around us of a variety of objects or things such as RFID tags,24
sensors, actuators, and cell phones. The rise of IoT has affected many areas of smart city applications, such25
as e-learning, e-health, transportation, waste management, etc. By 2020, more than 5 billion devices will be26
connected worldwide will become the pioneer to provide information accessible across the globe in milliseconds.27
Almost all smart city applications are running using the internet and they utilized the services to the cloud [1].28
The IoT technology is upgrading day by day with the rapid implementation of a smart city [7]. Every smart city29
application requires the processing speed to process data and storage space to store the processed data for further30
use. The main challenge of the smart city [8,9] applications are to store the data and analysis it. Data is stored31
in a memory in the form of the graph. In many applications of graph mining, reduction plays an important role.32
No doubt, several techniques as total reduction, total reduction with edge weight, etc. are available to reduce33
the call graph but there are drawbacks in some cases while reducing call graph by these techniques, sometimes34
information of the program is lost or changed, loosing or changing of information affects the accuracy of program35
that is unacceptable.36

2 II. Call Graph37

A call graph is a directed graph whose nodes represent the functions of the program and directed edges symbolize38
function calls [2,14]. Nodes can represent either one of the following two types of functions: 1. Local functions,39
implemented by the program designer. 2. External functions: system and library calls. Call graphs are formally40
defined as follows:41
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7 IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

3 Definition42

A call graph is a directed graph G with vertex set V=V (G), representing the functions, and edge set E=E(G),43
where E(G) V(G)×V(G), in correspondence with the function calls.44

4 Types of Call Graph45

The call graph can be classified as static and dynamic call graph.46
A static call graph can be obtained from the source code. It represents all methods of a program as nodes47

and all possible method invocations as edges. Discovering the static call graph from the source text requires two48
steps: finding the source text for the program, and scanning and parsing that text [15,19].49

ii.50
A dynamic call graph is the invocation relation that represents a specific set of run-time executions of a51

program. Dynamic call graph extraction is a typical application of dynamic analysis to aid compiler optimization,52
program understanding, performance analysis etc [3,4].53

5 c) Call Graph Reduction54

The call graph is representations of program executions [11]. Raw call graphs typically become much too large.55
The program might be executed for a long period. Therefore, it is essential to compress the graphs by a process56
called reduction. It is usually done by a Lossy compression technique [5]. This involves the trade-off between57
keeping as much information as possible and a strong compression. When call graph is being reduced it is essential58
that no function call is missed [16].59

The specifications of all the functions/methods must be clear. It is also noticeable that no information is lost60
when the label is changed [6]. Call frequency must be clearly specified. Two approaches are center of the focus61
to reduce the call graph 1. Total Reduction 2. Zero-one-many reduction In total reduction, a node represents62
every function. A direct edge is connected with the corresponding nodes when one function has called another63
function. Total reduction technique shortens the size of the source call graph. In this technique, every method64
occurs just once within the graph. The major shortcoming of this technique is that it changes the structure of65
the graph. On the other side, much information about the program execution is lost, e.g., frequencies of the66
execution of methods and information on different structural patterns within the graphs. So it is very difficult67
to retrieve the required information from this reduced graph [17,18].68

The other approach is Zero-one-many reduction which covers the drawback of Total Reduction as it does not69
change the structure but the reduction is not properly done. The improper reduction increases its complexity70
and it is difficult to find frequent substructure from the graph. The reduced graph can provide near information71
about call frequency but exact information is not known.72

6 III. Problem Statement73

Smart city applications generated the very high amount of data every millisecond, which required a very high74
amount of storage space [10]. Various existing techniques reduce the size of data but the originality and quality75
of data may also suffer. Surely, the size of data is reduced but the complete information of that data is also76
changed [13]. Researchers have proposed a number of techniques to reduce the graph but most of the techniques77
suffer from one or more shortcomings. Majority of techniques are not able to store the graph with all information78
in computer memory [12]. So, some new techniques or algorithms are needed to store the information of the79
graph in computer memory and reduce the graph in such a manner that its information is not lost and the graph80
is easily mined. Major objectives of this paper are:81

? To find an efficient method to store the graph in computer memory with information about all the nodes82
and its parents.83

? Once the storage is done efficiently, the reduction of the graph is required. The graph must be reduced in84
such a manner that its information is not lost and it should have minimum edges and nodes. ? Structure of the85
graph should not be changed after reduction.86

7 IV. Proposed Approach87

Researchers proposed many approaches for reduction of call graph but they could not propose any approach to88
saving the call graph in computer memory. The main task is to save the node into computer memory with its89
parent’s information, which is not possible with adjacency list or adjacency matrix. Therefore the parent of each90
child is stored in the matrix. Once the call graph is saved in memory, it is reduced using the proposed algorithm.91
In this approach, the reduced call graph shows the call frequency of each node without changing the structure of92
the source call graph. First, all functions of source code are labeled so that it can easily be interpreted. Then a93
call graph is made using these labeled functions. To understand the94
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8 print ”Enter the label of (x) children” 12. j[i][x].label =95

Input(label) 13. print ”Enter the parent of (x) children” 14.96

j[i][x].parent = Input(parent) 15. end for 16. end for 17.97

foreach k?levels down to 0 do 18. foreach l?count[levels-1]98

down to 0 do 19. foreach m?l-1 down to 0 do 20. if j[k-1]99

[m-1]. label=j [l-1] [m-1]. label AND j[l-1] [m-1].parent=j[k-100

1] [m-1]. parent AND j [k-1] [m-1]. label ? ’\0’ then 21.101

j[k][l].parent = -1 22. end if 23. end for 24. end for 25. end102

for103

algorithm call graphs is constructed from any code and apply the algorithm step by step. Figure 3 shows the call104
graph which is generated by a code105

9 V. Implementation and Results106

The first part of the algorithm is used for call graph storage. The call graph will be saved in the computer107
memory by using matrix. There are 5 levels in the call graph and so matrix will have 5 rows. 1st row represent108
the proposed algorithm the same level nodes with the same parent are merged resulting in a single node with the109
same label. In the graph same level is level 5, the same label is F and the same parent is D. so after applying the110
algorithm 3 F’s are merged to single F with call frequency. The result is as shown in figure 4.1st level the second111
row represent 2nd level and so on. Corresponding nodes with parent’s information will be saved. 1st-row stores112
the information about a node which is in 1st level and hasn’t any parent as it is root node so store the information113
as -1.at 2nd level b and c stored in 2nd row with its parent information which is a and so on. According to the114
algorithm, the next step is to reduce the call graph. This approach is bottom-up approach so the 5th level is115
considered first and then move to 4th, 3rd, and 4th Fig. 3: Source Call Graph so on.5 level has 6 nodes labeled116
as f. according to the The same process is applied in level 4 resulting in figure 5. The 3rd level will be worked at117
C appears 3 times D and E appear singly. Hence, C is concentrated on. 3 Cs will be merged resulting in single118
C with frequency 3. This will also affect its children. Therefore, they will also be reduced according to the same119
procedure as shown in figure 5. Finally reduced call graph is shown above is created. In this graph, every node120
has the information about call frequency. The graph obtained from the same source code is also reduced with121
both techniques.122

As shown in the figure the graph generated from the Liu et al technique has reduced the graph with lesser123
edges and nodes but it could not able to retain the basic structure of the call graph wherein the other hand124
as shown in figure Zero-one-many reduction could not reduce the same and lost the information of nodes. In125
contrast to both of them, the call graph generated from the proposed algorithm is able to reduce the graph and126
retain the information of nodes as well. Both techniques Total Reduction and Zero-onemany reductions lost the127
information of the nodes and reduce the graph from 22 to 6 and 15 nodes along with edges from 21 to 6 and 14128
respectively. The result obtained from the proposed algorithm have positive results with reducing graph without129
losing information and basic structure i.e. from 22 nodes to 10 nodes and 21 edges to 9 edges130

10 VI. Conclusion & Future Scope131

Every year the government to their tradition city to update it to the smart city spends a very huge amount.132
Smart city applications generate the high amount of data at every second. In this paper, the data storage scheme133
is proposed. The main benefit of this algorithm is to develop a technique to stores the parent information in the134
matrix and reduced at each level drastically. Information about each node is retained by using the call frequency135
by annotating each edge with a numerical weight. Similarly, the algorithm used to reduced call graph has various136
advantages over traditional techniques. It takes various parameters for consideration such as information of137
nodes, basic structure of graphs and call frequency. Here the detailed study of call graph reduction in graph138
mining made the study of various other techniques in bug localization very easy. The proposed algorithm works139
only when there are same types of nodes at a particular level in a call graph. In future this work can be extended140
to multiple levels of call graph will make the graph mining algorithm efficiently. Secondly the storage of graph141
can be upgraded with any new storage technique where it would require lesser storage space as well as lesser142
access time leading to further optimize reduction of call graph.143
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Figure 1: Figure 1 :A

Figure 2: A
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Figure 3: Figure 2 :A
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Figure 4: Figure 4 :
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Figure 5: Figure 5 :
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Figure 6: Figure: 6 :
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Figure 7: Figure 3 A
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Figure 8: Figure 7 :
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Figure 9: Figure 8 :
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9

Figure 10: Figure 9 :

1

Reduction Techniques
Reduction No Of No

of
Effects on

algorithm Nodes Edges Structure
Source code 22 21
Total Reduction 6 6 Lost information structure and Changed
Zero-one-many 15 14 Lost information but remain same
reduction structure
Proposed Algorithm 10 9 No Remain loss information and in Same

structure

Figure 11: Table 1 :
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